








Fellow Alumni of the Old DMGS Tradition:
I am deeply honored to have been asked to contribute this Foreword as the
frontispiece to our biennial Alumni gathering. This time, we meet at sunny Los
Angeles in these United States of America, a place which the aboriginal inhabitants
referred to as City of Angels. It is  a euphemism that Old Boys of an Anglican
Grammar School, itself named after Reverend T.J. Dennis, the translator of the Igbo
Bible no less, will certainly appreciate, and perhaps, in the spirit of summer-time
conviviality, forgive its inherent blasphemy.

My life's intellectual journey started pretty much at Grammar School. Fresh from
the strictures of war-time Biafra, I arrived as a bemused 10 year-old into a world that
was both fascinating and disconcerting in equal proportions. I left Grammar
School exactly 40 years ago (My, how time doth fly!), armed with a freshly minted
GCE (courtesy of the University of London) and a WASC in Division 1 (by the special
Grace of WAEC). After so many years, which saw me, after a brief detour to
Government College Umuahia, through University of Jos, University of Cambridge,
and multiple Teaching Hospitals on either side of the Atlantic, I have come full
circle to where it all began, at least, in a metaphorical sense. Sadly, I do not come
in joyful celebration. Our Alma Mater is in dire straits. Grammar School is at a critical
juncture where she needs all of her Alumni for her very survival and to fulfill her
mission as a model school for promising young West African boys trained in the
Anglican tradition. Recall that it was that same cloistered Anglican cocoon that
gave us the likes of the incomparable Cardinal Henry Newman (perhaps, the most
original religious thinker since Augustine of Hippo, whose incandescent career
was almost sidelined by charges of obscurantism only after he switched to
Catholicism), Dean Ralph Inge (whose delightful riposte that a church married to
the spirit of this age is bound to be a widow in the next, remains a perennial favorite
of mine), Dr. Rowan Williams (whose resignation as Archbishop of Canterbury to
become Master of St Magdalene's at Cambridge presaged the equally
momentous abdication of Pope Benedict XVI a full year later), C.S. Lewis, Henry
More, Desmond Tutu, and much nearer home, our older alumni such as my old
Principal, mentor and friend, Samuel Onochie Ogoazi, as well as Professors K.O.
Dike, W.I.B. Onuigbo, James Ezeilo, Alexander Animalu, C.C. Ifemesia, and virtually
all Vice-Chancellors of Igbo vintage pre-1990.

I would be forgiven if I have painted a picture of Grammar School as all panglossian.
In truth, it had its trying moments, but Grammar School still allowed us all room
to learn, grow, experiment, discover ourselves and slowly evolve into whom we
were capable of becoming. It was our Proving Grounds. None of those happy
developments happened by accident. It was the net result of sacrifices made by
generations of Anglican priests and laity, some like T.J. Dennis were  destined to die
young, others fell under the assault of malaria and the burden of emotional
isolation in the furthest reaches of tropical Africa, the majority lie buried in
unmarked graves, barely remembered in today's Nigeria, where history is an ad
hoc construct. As we celebrate our storied past this weekend, we also bow our
heads in solemn recollection of their lives: Magistris meis et vivis et mortuis.

As we renew old ties of camaraderie and shared beginnings, as we conjure new
dreams of a better and greater Grammar School, Nigeria, our country of birth, also
faces a renewed crisis of confidence. We are beset by crumbling infrastructure,
mediocrity in high places, an inept government, mind-boggling corruption,
religious extremism, murder-for-hire, kidnapping-as-investment, resource control-
by-extortion, a fractured judicial system, a Renter mind-set (which thrives on
entitlement without investment), a pessimistic citizenry, but far and beyond all
that, a culture that now elevates commerce above education. The result of that
unfortunate development is clearly evident: a sharp decline in our social capital
and a continuous erosion in public morality. We have slowly evolved into the worst
fears of our Founding Fathers: a nation where Man has become a wolf to Man as
well as a country where all- both rich and poor alike- are oppressed, the poor from
their abject lack of the most basic resources, the rich from the sheer weight of

shared guilt, and the middle-ground by the insistent clamor of importunity and
diminished options. 

The Talmud teaches us that he who saves a soul is considered to have saved an
entire world. It is important, therefore, that we deploy that intellect and
resourcefulness for which Grammar School was rightly reputed of old, in devising
new ways to save at least 1 pupil, 1 school, and 1 tradition of excellence in Nigeria.
We must renew ourselves as we rekindle that flame of knowledge that once
served us so well, that spark of resilience that still strengthens us as immigrants in
a new land, that ingenuity which has guided our faltering steps as pilgrims in the
Lord's Vineyard. As we bask in the reflected glory of our storied past, we should look
towards the future- hopefully without the insecurities of an impending mid-life
crisis- and make penance for all the little tricks we played on our prefects, Mr Ogoazi
and the All-Saints' Cathedral staff, by standing up to be counted. We may never
become Governor of the Central Bank, Archbishop of the Niger, astronauts, brain
surgeons, A.W. Ibe (the ubiquitous government contractor whom we referred to
as "Asika With Ibe", in reference to his alleged close ties to the Administrator of East-
Central State: remember him?), the Sultan of Sokoto, or any of the other foolish
dreams pre-pubescent boys are wont to conjure when life is dreary and the food
miserable, but we can each become our brothers' keepers in the truest tradition
of our forebears.

In the days of Chief Austin Ezenwa, another notable Principal of Grammar School,
he insisted there were only 4 secondary schools of especial note in the Eastern
Region of Nigeria: DMGS and Christ the King College, both situated in Onitsha,
representing the monastic, whilst Government College Umuahia and Hope
Waddell Training Institute of Calabar represented the secular. As part of the hubris
borne from years of unquestioned academic excellence, Christian moral guidance,
and yes, the chronological snobbery of an earlier endowment, we were also
encouraged to view only those schools as our true peers East of the Niger. Those
were the august institutions we competed against, dueling over GCE scores,
scheming over the young girls of Queen's School, Enugu, waging war over
bragging rights in soccer, and- to purloin the memorable phrase of Lord
Macaulay's Horatius- fighting against insurmountable odds, for the ashes of our
Fathers and the temples of our Gods, which we all knew were ensconced in the
few places available in those days at University College, Ibadan and its successor
schools. The alumni of those same secondary schools are now busy at work trying
to rebuild their own heritage. Even the younger elite schools- Government School
Afikpo, Government Secondary School Owerri, QRC Onitsha, Queens School
Enugu, CIC Enugu- are already in hot pursuit. We should not be found wanting:
those, my fellow alumni, were the competition- and like us, were all equally
pulverized by the long years of internecine conflict and an aftermath of criminal
neglect. It was in competition against them, we sharpened our claws, improved
our reflexes, toned our adolescent muscles, memorized long lines of Literature,
re-read O-Level Chemistry by Holderness & Lambert, "purely for effect", wrote
great poetry (well, those nice girls at Queen's may have more to do with that
particular) and generally became better men for it. It is in competition- mano a
mano- that Grammar School boys thrive. If anyone tells you any different, call him
a liar.

There is a delightful Arabian proverb that describes a promise as a cloud, and its
fulfillment as rain. Our gathering itself stands as testimony to the promise of
Grammar School. As we pray for the wisdom and fortitude to guide our Old
School on to even greater heights, our refrain should be: Let it rain, Boys, Let it
rain, Let it rain.

Beze A. Adogu, MD, PhD, FACP
Tugwell House: 1970-1974

Foreword By Dr Beze Adogu





May I welcome all of us to another one
of our great biennial conventions, the
7th so far, and this time in the great city
of Los Angeles California. We are
gathered for the important business of
our great alma mater. But we must not
fail to take advantage of the many
opportunities offered by this great city,
to get a short vacation, and see the
many attractions which make this one
of the most popular vacation choices
available.

No matter what we do, please keep
safety in mind, and move around in the
company of people you know, or at
least in groups. Most importantly,
please have fun and do so safely.

As the convention theme states, this
gathering has so much to be proud of when we
remember the years we spent at DMGS, for many of
us, the most memorable of our lives. We probably
made our best friends at the school, still remember
some of the best teachers we had, some of the times
we poached dishes and cutlery from other houses,
and the best sermons we heard in the Cathedral- I still
remember Mr. Ekpunobi’s “guard most carefully your
Devine commission”. That was more than 55 years ago.

We nevertheless must recognize the difficult times
through which our beloved DMGS has passed. Times
that have compromised its most important values and
prospects. We must not forget that a school that was
built for 300 students now has to accommodate 2000
plus, forcing many to be day students, and making
enforcement of discipline a challenge. But, like many
experiences in life, it is the challenges and setbacks
that have the ability to propel us to greater heights.
So we expect that the challenges and setbacks of the
war and post war -experience will propel DMGS to
greater heights. 

As we gather to chart, or help chart the future of our

great school, let us remember that nothing can keep
this distinguished institution of ours from achieving
the greatest heights in academic and character
building excellence. Many of us Old Boys are not fully
engaged in the association’s efforts. Engagement does
not have to be only financial. We could contribute our
talents and resources in many ways. Some can
contribute financially, others can contribute ideas, and
yet others can contribute various forms of physical
and mental skills. Let us encourage all to engage.
There is much work to be done, and the more of us
who join our hands in moving DMGS forward, the
better.

Again, welcome to DOBANA 7th Biennial convention.
We are honored by the presence of each and every
one of you. May you have a great time here in Los
Angeles, and may the Good Lord guide you all safely
home when we are done.

LUX FIAT. 
Bertram C. I. Okpokwasili, PhD. 
DOBANA President 
(Onyeogadilinma n’Ukpo)

President's Message
Dr BCI Okpkwasili































































































































































































































































Introduction 

The DMGS Blazer, an off-red jacket with the DMGS
badge prominently displayed on the left breast pocket,
is a symbol of honor to any Dengramite wearing it. It
represents an instant acknowledgement that the
wearer passed through the walls of DMGS, and is
endowed with the highest academic, moral, and
disciplinary standards for which DMGS is known
everywhere. The Blazer is 
DMGS’s way of announcing to the world that “the
wearer is my beloved son in whom I am well pleased”.
For the avoidance of doubt, some of the 
distinguished Dengramites who have worn the Blazer
are Most Reverend B. C. Nwankiti, Right Reverend G. N.
Otubelu, Most Reverend Dr. J. A. Onyemelukwe, and
Most Reverend M.S.C. Anikwenwa. While many other
distinguished Dengramites have worn the Blazer, and
are equally deserving of the honor, I have clearly chosen
only members of the clergy for my example for a reason. 

Who should wear the DMGS Blazer? There are three
categories of people who should be allowed to wear the
Blazer. 

 SS-3 students at DMGS with clear
evidence that they intend to graduate from
DMGS within one year and sit for their WAEC
exams while at DMGS. 
 Old Boys who graduated from DMGS.
This includes any former student who was at
DMGS in 1967 (before the civil war), but did not
return to DMGS after the civil war due to
circumstances at the time. 
 Any other Administrator or Honorary
Dengramite who has gone through the process of
Dengramite Adoption – a process where the
Principal or the DMGS Management Board
recommends and DOBA approves such adoption. 

Color of the Blazer and Trouser, tie, and pocket
square. 

The colors of the DMGS Blazer, tie, and pocket square are
already established, and must be maintained at all times
with little or no variation. To assure consistency, DOBA
should select an Official DMGS Tailor. Refer to DMGS
Official Tailor section below. 

Recommended Trousers – Uniformity in the color of

trousers worn with The Blazer lends the highest prestige
to the wearer of the Blazer. For example, readers are
asked to refer to the DOBA 2014 Convention Booklet for
examples of how to, and how not to, wear the Blazer,
especially in group photographs. Page 36 (Abuja Branch
Photo) and page 38 (Enugu Branch photo) are excellent
examples of how the DMGS Blazer should be worn in
group photographs in order to achieve the highest
prestige. Notice in such brochure how other groups with
differing trouser colors, tie, and shirts look less orderly,
uncoordinated, and unprofessional. 

DMGS students wear two colors (khaki and white) for
shorts and trousers. Usually, khaki color is worn during
school days while white color is worn on Sundays,
usually for Sunday services. Black was not part of the
color worn by students. DMGS Old Boys appear to have
chosen black trousers to be worn with the Blazer. This is
perhaps to distinguish Old Boys from current students,
and perhaps because black signifies stability. 

Against this backdrop, below are my recommendations
for proper Blazer color co-ordination: 

Whenever students wear the Blazer, they must always
wear it with white trousers or shorts. Students must
not wear black or khaki colored pants or trousers with

Honoring the DMGS Blazer
Re-inventing the DMGS look – a personal recommendation 



the Blazer. 
Old Boys must wear the Blazer with trousers in one of two
colors depending on the event. White trousers must be
worn for regular functions except for funerals. Black
trousers must be worn for funerals or for group pictures.
What happens if Old Boys decide to take a group
photograph in a regular function where Old Boys are
wearing white trousers? In this event, a group
photograph can be taken except that it shall not be full
length photograph. The photograph should be from the
waist up without showing the trousers. In order words,
Dengramites wearing the Blazer should always take full
length photos if they are wearing black trousers or half
photo if they are wearing white trousers. All Adopted or
Honorary Dengramites must wear only white trousers
with the Blazer. No black or khaki color. Honorees should
be informed of the dress code during the adoption
ceremony. 

The Pocket Squares -The Blazer must be worn without
pocket squares. The pocket squares sometimes cover the
DMGS badge on the breast pocket.  Besides, many people
do not know how to wear it.  This leads to lack of
uniformity among wearers of the Blazer. Shirt
Recommendation: – The blazer must be worn with long
sleeve white shirts at all times, no exception.  Off color
white is not acceptable. Tie Recommendation –
Whenever the DMGS Blazer is worn, a matching DMGS tie
must also be worn, without exception.  If one cannot
tolerate the heat or the tie, it is best to come to the
occasion without a DMGS Blazer. Alternatively, if the tie is
taken off for whatever reason, the Blazer must also be
taken off and stowed away in one’s car;  Honor thy Blazer.

Shoe Recommendation: – When feasible, wear brown
shoes with white trousers, and black shoes with black
trousers.  Remember, we are striving for uniformity and
prestige. Hat Recommendation: – None allowed, not
even the red cap, except for the clergy.  If you have no
hair, remember this saying: “God made only a few perfect
heads, the rest he covered with hair”; 
Official DMGS Tailor -The DMGS Administration and
DOBA should select an Official DMGS Tailor and renew his
contract each year based on his performance during the
prior year.  Recently, DOBANA ordered blazers from
Nigeria for an official event in the United States.
Unfortunately, despite actual measurements which were
provided to the tailor in Nigeria, he proceeded to make
Blazers that were fitting only for 18-year old students in
SS
3. Adoption of an Official DMGS Tailor will ensure the
following: 

 Material quality and consistency. 
 Proper construction of the Blazer and accuracy of
size and fitting. 
 Standard price and lower cost to Dengramites. 
 Speed of delivery when necessary. 

Blazer Initiation Ceremony:-DOBA and DMGS should
begin to perform a Blazer initiation ceremony which
should be performed twice each year. The first shall be at
the beginning of each school year to educate SS-3
students about the proper wearing of a DMGS Blazer. The
second shall be conducted at the end of the year before
graduation or the WAEC Exam. During this last period,
DOBA shall instruct graduating SS-3 students (imminent
Old Boys) on the proper color combination of the Blazer
as an Old Boy. The opportunity will be used to educate
students on the responsibilities of Old Boys. In addition,
exit interview will be conducted, and students will be
given career counseling and be officially registered as Old
Boys before they graduate. Registration shall include
name, forwarding address, e-mail, and telephone
number. 

Summary -The DMGS Blazer is a status symbol and an
affirmation of one’s public stature as a Dengramite. The
words that come to mind at the sight of a well-worn
DMGS Blazer are smart, intelligent, orderly, trustworthy,
morally and mentally stable, disciplined and reliable. To
protect these enviable qualities for Dengramites, the
DMGS Blazer needs renewed attention. Those who wear
it must wear it with honor and respect. The DMGS Blazer
deserves a special place in your wardrobe. 

Green E. Dim Vice President, DOBANA Lugard House,
1971 August 23, 2014 

The DMGS Blazer, an
off-red jacket with the
DMGS badge
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displayed on the left
breast pocket, is a
symbol of honor to
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